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Senator Obama's Education Speech

It is to be expected that every four years when there is a presidential campaign, the education

system is scrutinized and talk of serious reform is about. This year's presidential campaign is no

different. Presidential candidate and state senator of Illinois, Barack Obama delivered his powerful

"Our kids, Our Future" speech on November 20,2007 in Manchester, NH. The purpose of his speech

is not only to appeal to his audience but also to demonstrate his desire for a better future for the

people of The United States by improving the education system. Obama's target audience consists of

students, parents, and teachers. The strength of his speech comes from his use of the strong rhetorical

form of repetition; he also uses his strong background with reforming the education system and is

able to connect to his audience personally to win over voters.

Senator Obama uses repetition as a rhetorical strategy to emphasize his view and the need for

change to connect to his audience. The title of his speech, "Our kids, Our Future," reflects his

rhetorical strategy. Throughout the speech the phrase is continually used, for example, "These

children are our children. Their future is our future. And it's time we understood that their education

is our responsibility. All of us," (par. 7). The use of repetition continually drives his point to audience

while connecting to them as a parent and a supporter for educational change. He also uses the

repetition of our kids to show his discontent with the educational system. "By twelfth grade, our

children score lower on math and science tests than most other kids in the world,'; (par. 10). He uses

these shocking statistics to strike a chord in audience that change is needed if "our children" are to

succeed in life.



Senator Obama also uses his previous expertise with the educational system to prove that he

knows what he is doing and that change is possible. He starts his speech off by mentioning his "two

decades of public service," (par. 1). He then mentions how he helped create the Illinois Early

Learning Council and the success of the program (par. 35). By mentioning the program he proves to

his audience that he has been successful in improving the educational system and therefore it is

possible to reform the system nationwide. Especially since he uses the assertive repetition of, "I

will." He also uses his work as a community organizer in Chicago's South Side to demonstrate his

knowledge on the sense of hopelessness and demonstrate how change for the future is within reach

(par. 52).

Obama uses the rhetorical strategy of being personal to connect and captivate his audience.

He mentions how his grandfather and many other American heroes have been able to go to college

thanks to the GI Bill (par.16). How he himself was able to attend college thanks to available

scholarships because his mother did not have a lot of money (par. 18). Obama also mentions his

sister in his speech and how she and many other teachers go beyond the call of duty because it makes

a difference (par. 39). By mentioning his struggles and family, he shows his audience that he is one

of them, a son, a brother, a father, and they too have the ability to succeed. If he were to win the

presidency his programs would increase their chances in success.

The rhetoric of Senator Obama has been described as captivating and great. His rhetoric in

the speech, "Our Kids, Our Future," falls nothing short of what it has been described as before. He is

effective in accomplishing his purpose by targeting and persuading his audience of students, parents

and teachers emotionally. He not only persuades them by being emotional but connects to them on a

personal level while establishing his expertise and moral authority by the use of statistics. Obama's

rhetoric is so powerful because he is able to connect to his audience by sharing the want for a better

future, starting with "our kids".
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The Rhetorical Analysis of a Campaign Speech:
Senator John McCain's

April 11 Speech on Iraq

The War in Iraq is one of the most controversial political topics this election, and

Senator John McCain intended on making his opinion on the matter very clear to his

audience. National Security, being one of his main campaign concerns, McCain tries to

deliver his opinions in a straightforward manner so that any audience can connect with

his message and hopefully be persuaded into following his platform. Senator McCain

expresses the importance of finishing the war in Iraq by expressing his concern for the

public through simple diction, connecting with the audience by sharing some of his

personal experiences and addressing the public's frustration on the matter with

sensitivity .

Senator McCain utilizes the technique of "straight talk" to get his point across

clearly when delivering his speech. He tries to keep his position on things clear and

straightforward trying to convince his audience that he is faithful to his beliefs and plans

on sticking to them. On the issue of the War in Iraq, McCain clearly states his belief that

he "would rather lose a campaign than a war." Preceding this statement, he questions

American support of General Petraueus asking the audience, "Will we decide to take

advantage of the public's frustration, accept defeat, and hope that whatever the cost to our

security the politics of defeat will work out better for us than our opponents?" By asking

this question, McCain plants a seed of fear in Americans who are for leaving the war. He

shares his concern for the future of America and in hopes of persuading those for



evacuating out of Iraq as soon as possible to think of what lies ahead if they take that

route.

McCain also shares a lot of his experiences from trips he has taken to Iraq and

pays special attention to acknowledge veterans. Right off the bat, he informs the audience

that he had "just returned from [his] fifth visit to Iraq." McCain does not make the claim

of going over there to be looked upon as doing something honorable or brave, but to

"inform [his] opinions with facts." This informs the audience of his involvement with the

war and a general concern for having legitimate facts to support his opinions of the war;

whether we are making progress or not and if we served a purpose being over there still

as well. In his closing statement, McCain also incorporated an experience he shared with

Petty Officer First Class Mark Robbins. After being gravely wounded and very near his

death, he took the time to leave Senator McCain with the message that "We can win this

fight. We can win this fight". McCain shares the details of his experience with Officer

Robbins and holds up his name with utmost honor and integrity calling him "an

inspiration to those who are only called subordinate a temporary political advantage to

the security of our good and great nation." By sharing these experiences and efforts he

has made to stay involved in this war, he tries to show the audience his credibility on the

subject. Giving them someone to have faith in.

Senator McCain constantly sympathizes with the exhaustion this war has created

for so many Americans. He is sensitive to those who have died in this war and are still a

part of it. McCain emphasizes the importance of "respect[ing] the sacrifices made by our

soldiers." He also promotes the idea of "honor[ing] them by doing all we can to ensure

their sacrifices were not made in vain." McCain also shares that he ''understands the



damage that false optimism does to public patience and support." He employs the

technique of concern for honoring those who have fought to protect and ensure the

security of our country as well as those who have had loved ones die and seen too many a

dark day over this war.

McCain's efforts in employing a truthful and faithful campaign through his

technique of "straight talk" and clear view points is possibly one of the reasons why he is

considered one of the top presidential candidates for this years elections. He makes a

constant effort to connect with the audience on a personal level and reach out to them and

ensure that he will stick to his word. The world does not want to see history repeat itself;

John McCain wants to be the one to lead the United States out of Iraq, but not leave it in

pIeces.


